
ANCIENT ROME 

Review



Geographic/Water Features

 Rome was built on 7 rolling hills of Tiber River

 Located on Italian Peninsula (Italy)

 Bordered by Adriatic Sea to the east

 Near midpoint of Mediterranean Sea

 Mediterranean Climate: warm year round-
encouraged outdoor activities

 Gave them access to three continents

 Aqueducts - channels that carried fresh water from 
the mountains to the cities



Founders Myth

 Legend says that twins Romulus and Remus were 

abandoned on he Tiber River and raised by a she-

wolf

 Later the two boys decided to build a city

 Eventually Romulus kills Remus & city of Rome is 

named after Romulus



1st Romans

Three groups settled on Italian Peninsula from 1000-500 
B.C.

 The Latins – Built original settlement of wooden huts; 
Considered to be the first Romans; Helped spread Latin 
derived languages to the area

 The Greeks – Settled in Southern Italy and Sicily; 
Brought architecture, democracy, and philosophy

 The Etruscans – Northern Italy; Skilled metal workers 
native to northern Italy; Strongly influenced Roman 
civilization; Influenced Roman arch; Influenced Roman 
lust for killing (ex. Gladiator battles)



Religion & Temple

 adopted many Greek gods - Romans used 

planetary/celestial names.

 Type - Polytheism

 Temple – Pantheon

 King – Jupiter

 Queen - Juno



Achievements

 Pax Romana – Peace & Golden Age

 Architecture – Improved columns, arches, and domes. 

Invented concrete. Famous buildings include the 

Pantheon, Colosseum (used for gladiator games), & 

Circus Maximus (used for chariot races)

 Law – All citizens are equal, Innocent until proven guilty.

Judges interpret the law & make fair decisions

 Engineering – roads, bridges, aqueducts, and sewers.

 Language - Latin



Government

A republic is a form of government in which power 
rests with citizens who have the right to vote for 
their leaders

Consuls: two officials with limited power and one year 
terms; one controlled the army the other directed 
the government

Senate: 300 men who proposed laws & ran daily 
government

Tribunes: elected representatives who protected the 
rights of the plebeians from patrician officials



Government

 Assembly – citizens elect leaders & make laws

 12 Tables – laws on display in the Forum & written 

on brass tablets, called tables

 Veto - The right of the consul to reject the other’s 

decision. Latin for “I forbid”

 How are the United States and the Roman Republic 

alike? both have three branches of government



Dictator 
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Social Class

Patricians: upper class; wealthy landowners who held 

most of the power

Plebeians: lower class; the common farmers, artisans, 

and merchants; majority of pop.



Economy

 On the hillsides, Romans grew apples, pears, plums, and 
quince, as well as olives for making oil and grapes for 
making wine.

 Farmers raised sheep and goats and hunters caught wild 
boar and hare.

 Near Rome there were forests of timber for building and 
ship making. Stone for making concrete to construct temples, 
amphitheaters, or vast outdoor arenas, and aqueducts was 
also plentiful.

 Olive oil used for lamps, cooking, and in soap, was Rome’s 
most important product.

 In the beginning they used the barter system but In 268 B.C. 
the first coins were made in silver and bronze.



Fall of Rome

 Government- never knew who would be the next 

emperor

 Economy – high taxes led to citizen’s being poor, 

trade suffered and unemployment

 Social – Corruption, crime, & spirit of citizenship 

around the empire declined.

 Military – Empire was too large to defend, 

communication was slow, & disloyal aoldiers



Byzantine Empire

 Empire is divided into E & W.

 Emperors - one in Rome and one in Constantinople.

 An invading Germanic tribe attacked Rome and 

looted it.

 The last Roman emperor was driven out and the 

western half of the empire began to break apart.

 The Byzantine Empire continued for another 1,000 

years.



Justinian

 He helped rebuild and re-conquer Rome.

 Had ABSOLUTE POWER = controlled both government 
and church.

 Revised laws that were outdated & created a single, 
uniform code. Known as the Justinian Code.

 Created a main street that ran through Constantinople.

 Created a giant open-air market where shoppers could 
buy goods from all over the world.

 Launched the most ambitious public building program to 
protect his empire.



Christianity

 Jesus of Nazareth was born under the rule of 

Octavian (Caesar Augustus)

 Grew up preaching the idea of one true god

 Spread a message of peace, love, forgiveness.

 Many Jews believed that Jesus was the Messiah or 
Savior, from the Romans.

 Jesus was called Christ which means “savior” in Greek. 



Christianity

 Followers of Jesus wrote about the teachings and 

experiences that occurred during his life.

 These writings were called Gospels, meaning ‘good 

news’

 Can be found in the New Testament of the Christian 

Bible.



Christianity

 The popularity of Jesus with the poor angered the 

Romans and the Jews.

 Jesus was called the “Son of God” and a “King”

 Jews feared Jesus’s preaching would anger the Romans

 Jewish leaders turned Jesus over to the Roman 

governor of Jerusalem, Pontius Pilate to be 

Crucified. 


